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THE FACTS OF LIFE THAT WE NEVER LEARNED
I’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW THE ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS.
WHAT IS MY PURPOSE IN LIFE; WHY WAS I BORN INTO THIS HOSTILE WORLD?
I SEEM TO FEEL SO REJECTED AND UNWELCOME; I NEED QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
THIS WORLD IS FULL OF CONFUSING RELIGIONS AND PRIDEFUL PHILOSOPHIES OF
MAN AND OF SO MANY OTHER CONFUSED PEOPLE; NOBODY SEEMS TO KNOW THE
ANSWERS.
THERE IS SO MUCH UNEXPLAINED CRUELTY, PAIN, SADNESS, DEATH AND
DESTRUCTION.
IF GOD IS ALL POWERFUL, HOW COME HE DOESN’T PROTECT ME FROM THE
TRAGEDIES?

BEFORE THE WORLD WAS CREATED.
WITHOUT THIS KNOWLEDGE IT WILL BE VERY DIFFICULT TO GRASP THE TRUTH AND UNDERSTAND THE FACTS OF LIFE.
THE HISTORY OF HOW LUCIFER REBELLED AGAINST GOD AND IS NOW CALLED SATAN THE GOD OF THIS WORLD.

God existed in heaven with His angels and we were there too; I believe, because God said He
knew us before the foundations of the world were made, and other scriptures confirm this, that this
knowledge is hidden in our hearts and we will have no excuse if we stand before Him on judgment day
we will be guilty of knowing His laws but not obeying them, and forgetting about Him by the hardening
our hearts in the early part of our lives. We push God away because of our prideful opinion’s and
walking by the senses of the natural man thinking we understand the source of cruelty, injustice and the
rejection that we have believed because we listened to that old serpent. God said He knew us when we
were still in our mother’s womb he also said that we are not of this world but just as pilgrims passing
through, and He also said we are here in the morning and gone in the afternoon, He also warned us not
to make this world our home. We are not immortal. God says if you cling to your life you will lose it, but
if you surrender it to Him you will find life, this is a very good deal, you surrender your totally messed up
life to Him and He will fix it up and give it back to you and you will be full of joy.
The angels were Gods servants and would carry out His will and are also still available to help us
today when we call upon God. The angels will only respond to faith; God says without faith it is
impossible to please God. Lucifer was one of Gods most powerful and trusted angels. Everything was
peaceful in Heaven and God was always given the honor, glory, and praise for all of His creation. Lucifer
was given great gifts unrivaled in the musical talents that God gave him. He was beautiful and honored
by all the angelic beings, under these conditions he should have been content with everything God had
given him.
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Before the world was created; cont.
Lucifer was created for the purpose of leading all of the angels and spiritual beings of heaven,
that God had created, to worship Him and give Him the honor and glory that He deserved. God created
everything there is. Lucifer is also a created being who has a free will like we do, and the angels also
have a free will.
Lucifer led the worship for possibly billions of years; we don’t know how long, and he would
funnel the worship towards God; but one day he decided he wanted some of that glory for himself. And
just like a bank teller that handles the money faithfully for years, but one day decides to take some
home for himself; Lucifer did that very thing.
He lusted after the glory God was receiving and wanted to steal all the praise and the glory for
himself; and God said that inequity (lawlessness) was found in him and he rebelled against God and
persuaded many of the angels to turn to him against God. A great war began in heaven as Satan began
to divide the angels in an attempt to overthrow God’s kingdom and sit on Gods throne. (see Isa Ch. 14)
Lucifer said “I will” five times; he had decided to do his will instead of God’s will and he convinced one
third of the angels to be in agreement with him to make him their leader against God. He will never
change his mind about this, he still thinks he is right and wants to destroy the world and one day will be
the anti-Christ. When God saw what was happening He had no option but to cast Lucifer and the fallen
angels, which are called demons and evil spirits, as bolt of lightning from heaven down to this earth. At
that time God renamed him to Satan the destroyer. He is still holding his butt because it still hurts his
pride; he hates God and is mad at all of God’s creation including us and he is determined to get revenge
against God for what he feels is injustice. In his prideful opinion by lying, stealing, killing and destroying
God’s children, and blaming God for all the evil he does in an effort to turn us against God. He has
convinced most of the world that the destruction, death, trauma, and chaos, is caused by God. Read
your insurance policy, it uses the phrase, ‘Acts of God’; the whole world has swallowed that lie. Job said;
The Lord givith and the Lord taketh away, Job was deceived by grief and pain of the flesh and in
desperation he spoke those words. Just another lie that has cost many of God’s sheep their lives. This is
still spoken at funerals today causing great confusion and anger at God, the devil is the killer and not
God; many have turned against God and gone with Satan because of that lie.
So he started with Adam and Eve to whom God had given total rulership and control of the
earth, over the animals, the fish, the birds, and all that God had created; and all of nature which was
called paradise was given to him to rule over for eternity. God also warned them about the tree of
knowledge of good and evil which He told them to never partake of it or they would surely die. He did
not say he would kill them if they did. (Many deceived believers think that God killed them.) The reason
he warned them was to protect them from being tricked into believing Satan’s lies; he got them to
believe that they would become just like God, he temped them through his pride, believing that
knowing both good and evil would make them superior to what they were and they wouldn’t need God
anymore. They could be in control all by themselves. (Sounds Good!)
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Before the world was created; cont.
The only problem was they only knew good, God made them good and wanted them t0 stay
good, instead Satan wanted them to know evil and experiment with it through curiosity. He knew very
well what he was doing if he could deceive them and get them to turn away from God, who they had
walked with intimately in the spirit daily; He would separate them away from God. His lie regrettably
was successful bringing sin, death and destruction, into the world through Adam’s rebellion against
God’s instructions. (inequity)
As soon as Adam and Eve ate the fruit of lies of that tree they lost that wonderful Godconsciousness that they had and known and become so familiar with, now instead the Godconsciousness that they now became self-conscious and felt ashamed, so the focus now turned to their
flesh being void of the spirit of God and they saw that they were naked. Satan now had an agreement
with the trinity of the flesh; ME, MYSELF, AND I; which has been an open door for him today as man has
continued to draw attention to himself and build up his ego to this day. This deception has functioned
very well for Satan to this day, he can talk through them freely now, and basically they have changed
sides and steal the glory from God the very opposite that God had intended. They are now stealing the
glory just like Satan did just as if they had created themselves saying ‘How great I art!’; the very opposite
to what God wanted them to do. They say “I am’; instead of giving God the glory; He said ‘I AM’; He
didn’t say “You are.”
Now that the pride of the flesh had drawn they away they began to look to the fig tree; (nature)
to cover their sins; so they covered themselves with leaves, however this wasn’t sufficient so they sewed
them together. Their natural mind was kicking in; this was man’s first experience with trying to cover his
sin. Now denial was the possible option, but it only led to more denial, more cover up was on the way so
they hid in the bushes, and God spoke to them “Did you eat of that tree that I warned you about?” They
said yes. Adam said “It’s that woman you gave me, she made me do it”, meaning it’s her fault and your
fault because you are the one that gave her to me.
Eve said the devil made me do it - a lot of denial for that first day. Man has never stopped with
ingenious and incredible ways to cover up sin, guilt, and shame. He has never stopped looking for other
ways to cover his sin when the blood of Jesus is so available. Now to cover their sin through denial they
used addictions to cope with the torment, guilt, and pain of rejection; they use alcohol, sex, pot, and all
kinds of street drugs, including hard work or even ministry to try and fix things and escape from the
torment. Temporarily it works but the torment still comes and now we don’t know where it’s coming
from, they have unwittingly covered up the roots of their torment, but the lack of peace is still always
eating away at them. These addictions and dependencies continue to torment them as they have
covered over the source by deceiving themselves.
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Before the world was created; cont.
Many people think that denial is that big river in Egypt, but they still swim and bath in it every
day trying to wash the sin off or cover it.
Addictions are nothing more than a coping mechanism of pride that Satan has offered us to cover up
pain, guilt, sorrow, regrets, etc.… We depend on these things instead of trusting God the creator of
Heaven and earth and the blood of Jesus, which freely takes away our sins. But when we come to God in
spirit and truth and come out of the darkness and into the light the holy Spirit will convict us (convince
us) of the sin and the doors we had opened into the darkness and we can repent, cover ourselves with
the blood of Jesus and come right back into the presence of God just as if we had never sinned. God said
without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sins. It is not our blood, but it might end up
costing our life and our blood if we don’t come to Jesus and apply his blood.
Never underestimate the power that Satan has through the deception of addictions, millions
have died and still continue to every day. This is a very powerful weapon that he uses. Only those that
turn to Jesus seriously can escape these dreadful claws of addiction.
There is an old fable that’s been told over and over and they blame Eve the woman for
convincing Adam to eat the apple, maybe it’s because he loved her too much and wanted to please her,
we don’t know. (It is rumored that one day Adam was talking with God in the garden and said to God
‘There is something that has puzzled me and I would like to know the answer; ‘Why did you make Eve so
beautiful?’ And God said that’s an easy question ‘that’s so you would love her! And then he thought
about that for a little while and then said I have another question …. Why did you make her so dumb?
And God said ‘That’s easy too; That’s so she would love you!’ Adam had received a new revelation and
didn’t ask any more questions)
Philosophers and teachers of religion have argued over this question for years, now I will give
you my opinion; I believe that the fruit they ate wasn’t an apple, but it was a pear that caused all of our
problems today, because it was the pair of them that brought so much death, tragedy, and destruction,
into the world. They forfeited and sold out the rulership of this world that was given to them by God and
now they became captives to the god of nature in this world.
Jesus was not the least bit religious and would not follow the religious leaders of this world who
wanted to control him with their self-made rules and religious traditions. And so they were determined
to kill him if he didn’t submit to their rules, and they didn’t stop even then, after they accomplished his
death on the cross. They were so jealous of him because of his power to heal the sick, raise the dead,
and do many miracles; all they wanted was the glory and to control a large following. If Satan had
known what he was doing when he had Jesus crucified on the cross, he would never had done it. Now
he had really shot himself in the foot, the sinless blood of Jesus that was shed would continue to destroy
his kingdom of sin even until today if it is applied in faith. Read Hebrews 10, it talks about the new
covenant of mercy, love, cleansing, and forgiveness if we faithfully apply it and don’t treat it as if it had
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no effect provoking God’s terrible anger against those that do this with an ungrateful and arrogant
attitude.
Again, Satan who is the deceiver and destroyer, deceived Adam and Eve in the beginning and
continues to deceive everyone today. In the third chapter of Galatians, Paul warns us that we are all
prisoners of sin. And Satan still holds us prisoners by using fear of death, and death together with
religion, he has killed billions with his lies and the confusion is still causing wars between different
religions, that he started throughout the ages and are still raging today.
It’s not hard for him to deceive today using religious lies mixed with some good and some evil
works, and the guilt of not being able to obey the law, he gives you a good dose of condemnation in
most churches today. He designed it to mix truth and error together and like sweet and sour pork, you
can’t really tell wither it’s sweet or it’s sour and you can mix it to have any flavor you want to suit
anybody’s taste in the world. With bitter and sweet mixed together he builds walls of separation
between the people of the world, but this god of religion failed again when he killed Jesus on the cross
he thought he got rid of him forever. Instead his shed blood to blots out our sins as far as the east is
from the west. Jesus said the foundation of the church would be built on him, he would be the head and
all those led by the spirit of Christ (the rock) they would become His. We need relationship only not
religion, always to be led by the spirit not your prideful understanding or somebody else’s teaching or
philosophies, they are endless. Once again I must warn you it’s all about relationship, not religion which
has some attraction because of the rituals and traditions of man, but it still has the venom of the
serpent that paralyzes anyone when mixed in the right proportion to deceive them.
The only way that man can get back to the presence of God now that Satan has been successful
in separating you, is by you surrendering your will, humbling yourself and repenting led by the Holy
Spirit. We must fight the good fight of faith that Paul talks about. He knew only too well what a big fight
it is; read Paul’s letters and take them seriously, seek the Holy Spirits help to fight against the pull of the
flesh and you will come out of the darkness of Satan’s kingdom, into the presence and the light and the
truth of God, which is available to everyone today, and will always take you back into the presence of
God immediately.
But there will be a big fight because the natural man is still controlled by Satan, through nature
(Mother Nature) and does not want to surrender to God’s will and let you get back into the presence of
God. This is the biggest fight you will ever fight in your life; it is the fight between light and darkness,
heaven and hell. The flesh profits nothing, the arm of flesh will fail you; lean not to your own
understanding, but trust in the Lord with all your heart, mind, and soul.
Every day you must choose. Your silence or passivity is considered by Satan to be consent, and
his attempts to seduce you will continue and you will be overcome by not resisting his temptation. Only
by resisting with everything you have; body, soul and spirit; you are showing God that you choose Him
and Him alone that you want to be His child for eternity. Satan is named by God to be the father of lies,
and fathers produce children, so who are his children? Obviously they can only be lies, so when we don’t
resist, he forces his lies upon us as a rapist against our will; when he overcomes us by us not resisting,
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now a conception has occurred and we have become pregnant and you will be the mother of another
one of his children, which will produce grandchildren.
And so his kingdom multiplies and grows, and you are not your own any more, becoming more
of a prisoner of sin. Because of the rotting fruits of sin, death, and decay; everything grows old and dies.
God wants us to be pregnant with the Holy Spirit not sin; all sin is doubt and unbelief, and is the
basis for our faith being dead and not operational when we need it. God talked about the foolish virgins
that had no oil in their lamp and the bridegroom was coming. If we have crucified the flesh we will be
full of the Holy Spirit and Jesus will be our head and our body, soul and spirit will respond to Him. We
are just members of the body and unless Jesus is the head of our body, the church will be divided
scattered and full of wrinkles and spots it will not be ready and won’t recognize him when he comes. If
there is no repentance guided by the Holy Spirit and the fire of the Holy Spirit will burn out the dross
and purify our faith as pure gold.
The body can never function if the members (organs) do not recognize one another and work
together; with many heads it to confusing for the organs to work together and support each other. They
must be connected to the head, which is Christ; any other head will not be acceptable. Except that the
Lord builds the house, they labor in vain. Many churches today are built on the wrong foundations;
religion, money, control, intellectual doctrines of pride, much teaching without the spirit that form
confusing and false foundations, and promises that will never be fulfilled. Remember what Jesus said?
Upon this rock, (the spirit of Christ is the key to the kingdom of God) I will build my church and the gates
of hell shall not prevail.
When your parking meter gets full because you fail to empty it often through repentance as you
could have, you are leaving this world, ready or not. The wages of sin is death; you have made many
choices. Now Satan has been given legal authority and he goes before God and holds up a bag full of sin,
his trophy that you have given him and he is so proud of, and he holds it up before God and demands
that I have enough sin to take his life, the evidence is all here in this bag, you can see it for yourself. Now
I have the legal authority and you know it there is nothing you can do about it; and God agrees I have no
choice, they have made their choice. I see the sin, you are right they have chosen death in this world
and there is nothing I can do about it, it is their choice that has been made. But they believed in me and
confessed me as their Lord and savior so I will take them home after you have killed them legally rights
of sin and death through the wages of sin; even though they gave you that right to take their life, they
are still mine and there will be a glorious welcome for them in my presence and the angels will rejoice.
And they will not go with you to the great white throne of judgment and the lake of fire that was
prepared for you, your angels and all those that choose you; but they will come to me and share eternity
with me and I will say ‘Welcome home my good and faithful servant, you fought a good battle, and here
is your golden crown of life’
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Before the world was created, cont.
The kingdom of God must be taken by violence, it is a war against the kingdoms of darkness and
with God’s help you can win the battle, without his help you can’t. The Holy Spirit gave me more
revelation today; that God gave all of us the keys to the kingdom of heaven and this key is the key to the
front door. It is only when we agree with Jesus and have the mind of Christ that Gods spirit (the keys)
opens the front door to heaven and you can run boldly and confidently, right into Gods presence. He
warned us if we try to come in over the back fence and through the back door, God says we are a thief
and a robber, and we will never enter in.
Most Christians try to come in the back door most of their life and often become very frustrated
because you can’t come through the back door, by not surrendering the control of the natural man with
the intellect and their good works, their presumptuous prideful self-righteous opinions that they have
obeyed the law and are not under the curse of the law (just one more lie) and they insult God and grieve
the Holy Spirit that they should be depending on instead of depending on themselves not on Jesus who
opened the door for us by fulfilling the law for us which has always been impossible for us to do. We
must trust Him, that’s what He wants; then He can trust us, it must be a mutual agreement, we trust
Him through many tests and trials now He can trust us.
When Nicodemus was talking to Jesus, and Jesus said I tell you the truth except that you are
born of the water and the spirit you can never enter into the Kingdom of God. That which is born of the
flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the spirit is spirit (take heed).
Broad and wide is the road that leads to destruction but straight and narrow is the road that leads to
eternal life and few there be that find it. (He is referring to us coming to God in spirit and truth)
If God is as big as your head, He can’t help you, or me, or anyone else. He must be much bigger
than your understanding, or you will never find Him, He is much bigger than your head, it’s His head not
yours.
To move the hands of God by prayer we must use those keys promised to Peter, when he said
flesh and blood has not reveled this to you but by the spirit of God, (the keys) and Jesus said upon this
rock I will build my church, not on Peter, as many have thought, to repeat; Jesus said behold I give you
the keys to the kingdom of heaven and the gates of hell shall not prevail. This is the rock that God was
talking about; when you come in spirit you are acting in faith, and God sees you as sin free because of
what Jesus did for you with his blood. (We need to marinate often in the blood of Jesus and be taught
continually and empowered by the Holy Spirit who wrote the bible using many people who were
obedient to him and wrote down what he told them to write) God will do many miracles beyond
anything you have seen or could think of. Jesus said if you really believe the things that I did, you will do
also and even greater things because I go to the Father.
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THE TRUTH IS:
God wanted to show his supernatural love through us so others would turn to Him, and away
from Satan. Everybody has felt like a failure, guilty, condemned, ugly, stupid, under a curse, and to know
that somebody cares and that God loves them can be what it takes to turn them back to God and be
delivered from Satan’s lies which lead to natural and spiritual death lost for eternity. God grieves when
one of His sheep is lost. And He cares deeply for that lost sheep and tries desperately to find him and
bring him back into the fold. He’s looking for vessels like you to speak through and win them back.
One of Satan’s strongest weapons is the god of human love. Man craves human love so much
that he makes it an idol that stands before him and God as he chases after it all of his life which keeps
him from finding and receiving Gods love that totally satisfies and fulfills all of man’s desires that he
craves for and was created for and he will never feel complete until he experiences Gods love. God does
not condemn human love, he created it and has commanded us to love one another; I have found that
some people are much easier to love than others. How about your experience in these areas? But when
Satan messes with and perverts human love and deprives us of it, the famine of human love causes the
value to be inflated and we don’t realize that we unwittingly push Gods love away by wrong priorities
craving and idolizing human love; then Satan has a great victory, he now can steal the human love too,
that was created for us by God and he wins the battle and prevents us from receiving God’s love and
human love together. He succeeds in killing two birds with one stone. Now we feel rejected by both man
and God, and depression and loneliness attacks us and becomes an open door that could bring death
through suicide, it is very common, the strategies and tricks of Satan at work that we hear about every
day. Paul warned us not to be ignorant of Satan’s devices. The church has never taught us much about
this and we are not prepared, ignorant and gullible, and an easy target to be deceived, I am often told by
many people they could get no help at the church that it is dead and asleep. God said to wake, the
watchman is asleep at the wheel and the fellowship will run aground and all will be lost. If you miss this
boat you are blessed because it was the Titanic, the wrong fellows in the ship. Look around, don’t stop
looking until you find the truth; if it’s not Jesus keep searching, and I must warn you, it’s not your truth,
it has to be Gods truth, that will save you and set you free. He is coming soon, hell is filling up and
heaven has much empty space that needs to be filled.
If we put Gods love first He will provide overwhelming human love for us, the best that humans
can have to offer. He is not trying to deny us human love, nurturing, comfort, acceptance,
encouragement, for healthy development, which is essential to a healthy and balanced natural and
spiritual life. These two should never be separated.
Children that are not loved are similar to a tree that is planted right next to a river but
somebody pours acid on it every day, it can never grow. Children give up hope and die an early death
because of the cruelty of the pain of rejection and feeling abandoned.
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The Truth is, cont.
They are susceptible to attention deficit disorder (ADD) hyperactivity, learning problems, Stress,
hypertension (high blood pressure), pressure, heart attacks, strokes, numbness, shut down emotions,
panic attacks and anxiety , turning to Satan who sends imaginary friends for love, delusion’s which can
lead to insanity, escape from reality and total shut down by going into insanity can be an escape from
pain of the world, rebellion (witchcraft), jealousy, stubbornness, pride, control, homosexual activity AND
ALLL OTHER FORMS OF evil, lasciviousness, and perverted lifestyles that we hear about so often. Satan
hates human love, he wants hatred instead that makes him happy, he can’t understand human love He
only understands hatred and destruction.
Gender confusion, first of all I want to inform you that God says there will be no male and
female in heaven, we will all be as the angels, gender was created for this world only and is for natural
procreation, multiplication of everything that lives, no exception, even though there are some things
that might be confusing for us to understand. Don’t strain your brain most likely your going to need it to
get by in this world; ask the Holy Spirit, He will explain the facts of life to you.
Gender confusion is very prevalent today it comes mostly from parents that wanted a boy but
instead a girl was born, and when a girl was wanted and expected and they got a boy instead. The
children know this when they are in the mother’s womb they are extremely sensitive in the sprit having
just arrived from God’s presence, but they still haven’t learned much about this hostile world and how
the god of this world operates by deception here. They hear the conversations and don’t want to
disappoint their parents they want to live and survive, they don’t want to be rejected; they want to be
loved so much and rejection is the same thing to them as a death sentence. (example: If a mother rabbit
has six baby rabbits and she rejects one of them that is a definite death sentence. That baby rabbit has
only hours to live, it is doomed.) A prenatal human baby hears conversations from either or both of the
parents talking about the gender that they are wanting and the baby does not want a death sentence by
being rejected and tries desperately to please the parents and be what the parents wanted. Again, Satan
is deceiving the child by talking through the parents threatening fear of death by rejection, trying to turn
the unborn child against God.
Satan always talks to the babies in the womb in their spirit and soul putting fear into them then
he offers to help them fix the problem of rejection and they make agreements with him that they have
an option to become a Tomboy, or a pansy, or mommas boy with female tendencies; and sometimes if
there are many generational curses they are born with double genitals. God does not create male and
female gender this way, he created Adam and Eve not Adam and Steve. Satan always wants to play
games with the gender confusion because our very identity in this world is tied to it; overwhelming
hopelessness with the gender issues perverts the truth to get his way having some people get into the
practice of homosexual activity of which they can be set free of the lies if they are willing to exchange
these lies for the truth. Most people are more willing to die for a lie but they find it very difficult to live
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for the truth. They are convinced and deceived thinking that sex is love and they can only get it from the
same sex. This is more prevalent in these last days, today Satan has a very short time left he is angry and
desperate.
Not everybody that is rejected goes down this road. Many times I have asked congregations of
hundreds of people in different countries, how many of you believe that you would be better off if you
had been born the opposite gender. Mostly the response shown by hands is approximately 30%; The
percentage in Sodom and Gomorra was much higher.
They believe that mom or dad or both would have loved them much more if they had been the
opposite gender. This is another lie that Satan uses to pervert human love using rejection, one of his
favorite tools to make people miserable.
Human Love always fails but God’s love never fails if we accept it; Human love is inadequate and
always fails, it is mostly conditional, it can never satisfy human beings completely and because Satan
dangles it before us just out of reach like a carrot on a stick. We all need it and desire it so much, it is so
necessary for development in childhood and through all of our years it can be used to break our heart, it
creates jealousy, murder, covertness’, control, anger, rejection, hostility, violence, and hatred of God; is
very common when we don’t get what we want we blame God and hold un-forgiveness towards Him
this separates us from Him because of pride we have judged Him falsely and blamed Him through our
ignorance. This is nothing more than the will of the flesh which is hostile towards God. God says the
heart of man is deceitful and desperately wicked, who can understand it. When we are deceived by
Satan, which we all are we have all made agreements with different lies even God could never
understand it because he doesn’t know the decisions we are going to make, that’s why he says to pray
that God’s will be done on earth as it is in heaven, because his will is not being done on earth.
If it was the world would be a paradise there would be no more death, love joy peace and
patience the fruits of the spirit the very character of Christ would be manifest and the abundant life that
he offers. It is Satan’s desire is to make sure that God’s will is never done. The people you depend on for
their love die suddenly and never so much as say good night or by-by, they abandon you and you are left
with loneliness, sorrow, grief , broken heart, hurting and confused; why did they go? Why, Why, Why; I
don’t understand it at all, it’s not right; why did God take them home? Loved ones, babies, etc… The
truth is if God took them home, that is wonderful and glorious, they were saved and you will see them
again but only if you have chosen to go with God too, the only thing you are wrong about is that God
didn’t kill them, Satan did; he did it through sin, God said the wages of sin is death. He did not say I will
kill you because of your sin, what he said was sin will kill you all by itself; it will steal your joy make you
miserable.
Many desires will come upon you to cripple you and make you want to die. The power of life
and death is in the tongue, people use the word death to emphasis what they are trying to say to get
attention; example: my back is killing me! And This rent is killing me!, I almost died laughing last night!,
etc. We have said these things thousands of times out of habit and don’t even know we are doing it, we
have made appoints with the undertaker and don’t remember it, then one day years later he shows up
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for us and we wonder who told him to come, surprise, surprise!. Most people die because of what their
mouth says. They curse themselves with their own mouths. Our tongues are full of deadly poison and
venom that paralyses just like Satan the serpents bite did.
God warned us not to walk by sight, but always by faith, we need to be able to see in the spirit
and the natural at the same time, when we see what looks to be impossible in the natural we can see by
faith and speak to those things, command them to change just like God created the world, we have
attributes given to us by God, his creative nature and those things will change quickly if we speak to
those things that are not as if they were already done.
I believe Adam was seduced by this same method because Eve was very beautiful and Satan
used her to seduce him, this sheds more light on the type of fruit that it was; it wasn’t an apple, it was
definitely the pair. Satan used sight to seduce both Adam and Eve to look at the fruit of the tree of good
and evil.
She was seduced by her sight because it looked so good, this opened the door to Satan to talk to
her and seduce her with his lies which he still continues with this very effective method that he uses
today. The same method that he used with the angels in former times, it is just the way he works with
the pride of our eyes makes us very susceptible to him.
The beauty of the treasures of Egypt still seduce people today, he uses them to led them away
from God and back into the blackest darkness beyond anything we could possibility understand because
it blocks the light out and separates us from God.
I believe this was the Tree of Life that God had talked about and intended them to eat from
every day and they would have lived forever. If we eat of that tree we will also live forever, but Satan
wants us to go back to the law of sin and death, his tree, the same one he offered to Adam and Eve.
There is another law called the law of the spirit and life that God has for all of us and those that
continually partake of it will be God’s children, fulfilling his plans which they were created for. The eye
has not seen, the ear has not heard, and the mind of man could never conceive of the wonderful things
that God has prepared for those that love Him.
God created this world to be a paradise for mankind but Adam and Eve listened to Satan against
God’s instructions; and he deceived them into signing over all of the legal rights that God had given
them; their control over nature and the natural man, and the life that they had lived with such comfort,
the temperature was perfect, they had the God ordained perfect control that he had given them; there
was no death, the animals, trees, etc. and they themselves would have lived forever if they had
continued to walk in the spirit intimately with God every day. God had to honor the agreement that
Adam and Eve signed with the devil because they had been given a free will and could choose to do
whatever they wanted, but they made a bad choice against God’s will it was their own will, the will of
man opposite to God’s will. (Sound familiar?) God will never violate you free will for obvious reasons, if
you were forced to do something like a robot you could never be trusted like you could be if you are
tested like we are and you choose all by yourself to put God first and continually reaffirm who you’re
going to believe and choose over and over, God’s side as Satan tries to get you to switch to his side.
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Who you are going to serve; and like the angels who had never been tested, we must be tested
to decide if we are going to go with Satan the god of this world who is a loser; or go with the God of
heaven and earth, our creator who lives forever. We are being tested by Satan and God is watching and
searching the motives of our heart to see if we can be trusted to rule and reign with Him forever.
The eyes have never seen and the ears have never heard, the mind of man can never imagine
the wonderful thing that God has prepared and those that love him and remain loyal to Him after being
severely tempted and tested by Satan who offers the world to us and if we believe him he will take us to
his future home; hell is the holding place like a jail cell not the lake of fire, so people are very confused
about this; the book of Revelation states that after the great white throne judgment which is for the
judgment of those that rejected God and for Satan and his demons. After this judgment death and hell
will be cast into the lake of fire which burns forever and ever. This is the smoking section of eternity that
God has prepared for Satan and his demons; which is in the center of the earth, but was never prepared
for us. God weeps for us if we choose to go to that terrible place of torment and punishment with Satan.
We are here in this world to be exposed to Satan to get a taste his rulership, with his rotting
fruits of sin, death, and decay; that often brings death while in the mother’s womb or at any other time
including the prime of life, without warning or rhyme or reason, and the old age which he controls
through father time and mother nature. Tools of the cruel evil principalities and wicked spirits of
darkness which serve him are tempting us to decide for him instead of choosing to go with God into
eternity. Are we going to go with God or with Satan and follow him to his judgment and the lake of fire,
the smoking section of eternity, where the smoke of his torment rises up forever and ever; the
bottomless pit, the center of the earth which reaches temperature thousands of degrees, we can see
the evidence through volcanoes that spew out the molten lava continuously and others that erupt quite
often, the pressure is building to remind us what choice we should make. God says choose this day who
we will serve, this means many times every day because Satan will always talk to you through your
natural prideful carnal mind.
If you really have been told the facts of life and ask questions, don’t stop asking questions until
you understand them clearly; the only dumb question will be the one you don’t ask. It will not be
difficult to make a decision, in proverbs it talks about wisdom to always seek her, it says anyone that
makes a decision without examining all of the fasts is a fool, I hope it’s not you that wisdom is talking
about; so choose the non-smoking section in eternity with the love of God the creator of heaven and
earth who loves us dearly. His love is deeper than the deepest ocean, full of mercy, forgiveness and
grace; He rules forever with his host of angels and can never be defeated. God says for all that overcome
this world and Satan, and the will of the flesh which is nothing more than pride, Satan manifesting his
will through the flesh; God has promised us a crown of gold waiting for us even though we have all
sinned, except Jesus who never sinned once, but kept the law perfectly and pleased God completely,
something that we could never do because we have been prisoners of sin since before we were born
and have been hostile towards God, blaming Him for our problems; yet Jesus guarantees to present us
to the Father sin free if we repent constantly depending on the Holy Spirit to convict (convince) us of sin
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which he does so gently, he never condemns, you must listen to him in his still small voice or you will
miss it, because we have hidden sin through denial and other means. Jesus paid the full price for all of
our sins and our constant breaking of the law, God wants us to hate pride and humble ourselves under
His mighty hand and resisting the devil every time he attacks and tempts us to sin, and we will still be
standing up as God says and wants for us.
APPLICATION
Application is very important, those that know to do right, but don’t do it, it’s a sin.
We are continually looking for more knowledge and answers through religious practices, studies
of theology and the practices and traditions of man and history that continue to waste our life away and
deceive us. We never put into practice what we learn, we continue because of pride to intellectually try
to understand and will die of old age because we are waiting on God and He is waiting on us; He lives
forever and we run out of time, Satan rejoices, what a deception through father time, it works very well
for him.
It is so simple that we can’t believe it, we are always looking for something much more profound
and complicated, this is still pride that blocks us form the simplicity of the gospel that Paul talked about.
He said I don’t come with fancy words but in the preaching of the simplicity of the gospel, the power of
the Holy Sprit, the Cross, the Blood; it has to be kept very simple, or the power of God will not be able to
manifest like He wants to. But the pride of understanding always tries to override faith and cancel it out.
It is like a light switch on the wall, you can turn it on or off and have light or darkness at your
will. Some people say I have so much faith I can hardly believe it; I never could understand this and don’t
understand it to this day. This is not spiritual faith but the carnal man’s faith, which comes through the
pride of the natural man’s understanding. (Satan)
Jesus said Lean not to your own understanding, but trust in the Lord with all of your heart, mind
and soul; He is talking about the door that opens into the world of the spirit, both sides; light and
darkness.
If you will just close your eyes with the intent of seeing in the spirit the application of faith has
begun, such a small thing, but when we do a small thing God can do a big thing. We must not do this out
of religious habit or intention, as most people do, because God has warned to watch and pray now we
are watching in the spirit, where God and the Spirit are found. You will see either light, darkness or
mixed together, or colors, images, lines; anything, it really doesn’t matter your just beginning to get
outside of your understanding. You always see something, and if you say you don’t you are lying to
yourself and others. There is no such thing as seeing nothing. When you began to describe what you see,
it must be verbally and audibly expressed, what you think is unimportant and unwanted because when
you think you are in trouble and not in the spirit as god wants you to be, you must say what you actually
see because we depend on our natural eyes so much and are very familiar with them and depend on
them. Even if it looks like a blank TV screen, you are still seeing in the spirit.
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Most people falter with doubt and unbelief at this point and refuse to go on, the scales on their
eyes deceive them and many give up and accept defeat through unbelief. We must be determined to go
on and not accept defeat because we are about to experience God’s gifts that we have never opened
the packages that we were born with and God intended to use, they are his and we must become His,
He wants to be our head, we are just the body and now we are about to be use or connected to the
head.
If we see darkness or nothing or any other weird stuff we need to start confessing it as sin,
crucify it on the cross, cover it with the blood, multiple times as necessary to get rid of it and you will
come one step closer to God every time you do it, just one step forward and the darkness will eventually
disappear and the light will increase and you will begin to hear God’s voice, it will become clearer and
clearer and the resolution of the visions will become crystal clear and you will come closer and closer to
the Lord and His angelic beings, there is no limit to how close you can get to God. I’ve been a believer for
60 years plus and the Lord often says to me, come to me; and my natural mind tries to reason this out
because I thought I had already come to him years ago, but what he is saying is come a little closer.
Enoch who walked with God, and Elisha because of his faith, kept walking with God and they never
experienced death, they ended up right in his presence for eternity because of their faith, but don’t
worry about this you will have to come back within a short time to eat, sleep and evacuate. Revelations
will be increasing continuously; you also will be able to see into Satan’s kingdom and what he’s doing
with his army of lies. God will expose his shackles chains, and prison bars, which you can break and cut
with the sword of the spirit which is his word that he has given to all of us as tools to defeat the enemy.
All of these exposures into the spirit world, God’s and the devils will help you to set the captives free
and preach the gospel with great power because now you have lost your head and become a peculiar
person just like God talked about. I am very peculiar, Satan hates me and he often speaks freely through
people; he has this right, he’s been doing it for thousands of years and still continues today. Sometimes
it’s very obvious but other times it’s so subtle you could be talking to your neighbor over the back fence
and they will be giving you an organ recital of how many surgeries they have been through, and their
wooden leg, bone transplants, medications, etc.; you would not even know that you are taking to evil
spirits and the pride that murmurs unbelief is talking to you through their mouth and you wouldn’t even
know, as they talk about their illness, and the pride they have in the many witch doctors that they have
been to and have appointments with, mainly because they didn’t know witch ( so subtle) doctor to go
to. They are still searching in all the wrong places; they need to go to Doctor Jesus so He can heal them.
He has a humongous storeroom of brand new unused body parts waiting for them. Example: NEW LEGS,
ARMS, BONES, SKIN, HAIR, MINDS, HEARTS LUNGS, LIVERS, IMMUNE SYSTEMS, new DNA and brain cells,
finances, homes, anything we could ever need, it is all there and has always been available to us. He
wants to supply all of our needs, not our greed’s. These are all available freely when they come to him in
faith not unbelief that prevents us from receiving what He has available. It grieves Him terribly because
He has paid for all of these things and almost nobody in the world every asks Him for them and receives
what he has had for them since the beginning of this world, this is so sad.
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Multiple times different people in the meetings that were caught up into the heavens describe
these warehouses in great detail and saw Jesus weeping because of the unbelief and suffering that the
world goes through, (What a friend we have in Jesus, all our sins and grief to bear, Oh what needless
pain we bear, all because we do not carry everything to God in prayer.)
Jesus healed a woman and He said Go and sin no more unless something worse comes upon
you; many people lose their healing because of the sin, doubt, and unbelief which usually comes
through un-confessed sins including cruses, etc., sometimes they have things of evil and darkness,
(Satan’s toys) in their homes hidden away, forgotten, this gives Satan permission to steal their healing
away. We need our closet cleaned regularly to get the web of lies out and kill the spider and their eggs.
And the healing is restored back very quickly because the unbelief goes and their faith is
restored and we will give God the glory and Satan loses once again.

This is a draft only.
Dec. 10, 2010

That’s all for now Folks!
There will be more coming soon.
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